CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTION

5.1 Conclusions
Language level is a language choices which is use to give honor when the
speaker speak with someone who is older than speaker or younger than speaker
itself. In the case of language level I explain about Madurese language level
which is occur between buyers and sellers in the Market of Semampir Kraksaan
Probolinggo especially in Mrs. Agus’s shop. There are three kinds of madurese
language levels, Enja’ Iya’ or lower level in Madurese language, Enggi-Enten or
Middle level in Madurese language and the high level is Enggi-Bunten.
In the Market Semampir not all Madurese language levels occur between
buyers and the sellers, only two kinds of Madurese language levels occur between
them are Enggi-Enten and Enja’-Iya’.
Enggi Enten occur between buyers and sellers because first reasons is
because the buyer want to give honor to the seller (Mrs. Agus) who is older than
buyers and second because the buyers used formal language for long time ago
(child). Enggi Enten also occurs because buyers and sellers never know each other
before or have less intimate relationship.
Here, Enja’-Iya’ occur because the buyers and the sellers have intimate
relation or they know each other before. Enja’ Iya’ also occur because they wants
to make the conversations more casual even their have different age and even they
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never know each other before. It is because casual situation makes buyers do not
shy to bargain.
There is also mix levels occur in the conversations between buyers and
sellers in this market. There two kind mix levels here, first Indonesian language
mix with Madurese language levels and second Indonesian mix with Javanese
levels. There are two kinds of language levels in Indonesian language, they are
formal language and informal language. Indonesian language level that occurs in
this market is informal language, because there is contraction word “ga” in the
conversation.
Kind of Javanese level that occurs in this market also lower level in
Javanese, it called Ngoko. It is because the conversations consist of coarse word in
Javanese language such as “ora ono’ and “g’ ono’”. In Javanese conversations
between buyers and sellers also there is contraction word.
Social distance and social status of the participants also makes the
participants choose certain language levels. Factors of people choose certain
language styles depend on social distance occur between Mbak Tasya as a reseller
and Mrs. Agus as the owner of shop. Mbak Tasya still uses informal language
even they status lower than Mrs. Agus it because they have intimate relationship.
And in social status occur between Wasi’ as a helper in Mrs. Agus shop uses
formal language when she speaks with Mrs. Agus.
Social background life of the people also influence people choose certain
language levels. Social background here means people who used formal language
style from long time ago automatically they will use it to speak with everyone.
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5.2 Suggestions
Based on the result of this study, I proposed this study can be use to help
people on solving problem especially in language levels. I also proposed some
suggestions for the next future researchers, for the readers and for English Letters
Departments Faculty of Letters and Humanities.
1. For the Next Researchers
For the next study, the writers suggests the future researchers to
discuss about language styles more complete since this study only focused
on verbal language that occurs in the conversations of buyers and sellers at
market. We can know the kinds of language levels depend on verbal
language, intonation and also gesture or body language. But, in this study
of language levels there is no discussion about gesture or body language
and intonation. Hence, I suggest next researcher cold be discussing this
subject more complete.
Actually language level has relation in Islam that people must be
have a good manner in speaking. It means with whom we speak and how
the manner we speak. This study could be better if the next researcher can
be explain of language levels through the theory of language levels itself
and combine with Islam, how the language levels in Islam exactly.
2. For the Readers
I hope this study will enrich of knowledge about language levels especially In
Madurese language. I also suggest to the readers to learn more about language
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levels not in Madurese language, but also in other languages to make readers
more enrich about language levels in another languages.
3. For English Letters Departments Faculty of Letters and Humanities
This study focuses on language levels in Madurese language in which
Madurese language is the object of this study. The writer suggests English
Letters Department Faculty of Letters and Humanities to add the reference
books relate to Madurese language since the reference book about this
language is difficult to be accessed. I also suggested to the English
Departments to add the reference books relate to language levels especially
book of Martin Joss because this book is difficult to be accessed too.
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